
Scale3, built by former Coinbase engineers, is the go-to web3 infrastructure platform for developers and teams
looking to seamlessly and securely deploy and manage blockchain nodes and validators. Scale3’s platform
streamlines all aspects of blockchain node and validator operations end-to-end, providing you with all the data
needed to understand how your infrastructure is performing.  

Provision and Deploy

Developers looking to build products and applications on the blockchain need to run nodes or validators,
depending on the specific application. With Scale3's Nodepilot, not only can you setup a blockchain node or
validator within minutes, but also enjoy the freedom of choice with support for GCP, AWS, Azure or bare metal
providers, ensuring maximum flexibility for your infrastructure needs.

Internet of Things

Business Analytics

Deploy your blockchain nodes within minutes on any
cloud (AWS, Azure, GCP) or bare metal provider

Analyze and monitor your blockchain nodes in
real-time to detect and prevent issues before they
happen 

Stay informed of key insights spanning from node
updates, ecosystem announcements, and critical
changes

Scale3
The easiest way to deploy, secure, monitor, and debug your web3 infrastructure.
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... and adding more chains.

https://www.scale3labs.com/
https://www.scale3labs.com/nodepilot


Get started today for free by signing up at www.scale3labs.com

Reach out with any questions via contact@scale3labs.com

Monitor

Stay Informed

Collaborative and Intelligent Logging

Activate Real-time Alerting
Using Scale3’s Autopilot platform, you can also enhance
the security of your infrastructure by setting up real-time
alerting for blockchain intelligence, host-specific, and
validator-specific insights, enabling you to proactively
stay informed of the latest developments to ensure no
disruption to your infrastructure operations. 

Stay updated on node updates, pivotal ecosystem / Discord
announcements, and critical changes with Scale3's
Blockchain Intelligence APIs. Gain a proactive edge in
managing your web3 infrastructure with seamless
integrations to your internal systems.

Using Scale3’s AI-enabled and collaborative logging
solution, Autolog, you can stream, search, filter and debug
any issues from Scale3’s platform. Additionally, you can
receive a comprehensive summary of your logs, highlighting
any critical issues and providing actionable
recommendations for addressing them promptly.

Using Scale3’s Autopilot platform, you can spin up
customizable pre-configured monitoring dashboards for
their blockchain nodes to understand the overall
performance of your  infrastructure operations, reducing
setup time and monitoring costs significantly.

For more info 👇

http://www.scale3labs.com/
https://www.scale3labs.com/autopilot
https://www.scale3labs.com/api
https://www.scale3labs.com/autopilot
https://www.scale3labs.com/autopilot

